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Presenter
Presentation Notes
VR, AR, Mixed Reality are part of the new learning architecture.  They fall under the delivery tools category and are an exciting new tool that is an extension to simulations.  This technology is very new in the market and is rapidly changing.  However this is the time to really start of think about how you can incorporate this into your overall strategy.  This technology is probably in our organizations currently even if you are not using it for training.  It typically is being used in engineering and or marketing.  It is always good to ask around and see what your organization may have already invested in.  Many of our clients projects started in marketing of new products, then handed the assets over to the training department to further use and develop using this tool.It is also important to understand that the VR and Mixed Reality tools also allow us to capture data and analytics about the learning experience and performance.  We will not cover this in-depth today but you should be thinking about is the how the API data will be created and stored in your LMS or Learning Record Store.  Then how ultimately you will access and use that data.
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Provides a direct or indirect view of a 
physical, real-world environment whose 
elements are augmented by computer-
generated input.
• Launches off of a marker

• Enables 360 views, ability to see layers, see 
details

• Information and content can be embedded

• Can be accesses on the job in real life 
situation

• Self-exploration adds value

• Humans like to learn in 3D

• Low IT burden

Augmented Reality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we most often hear about Augmented Reality in the same shared breath as Virtual Reality they are really two different technologies and have different uses in the learning field.  Augmented reality (not be confused with mixed reality which we will discuss in a minute) provides a direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented by computer-generated input.  When we look how augmented reality fits into a training solution we understand how it can aid our learner in personalization, pace, and timing.  AR allows us to provide high end full 360 views of parts, equipment, and products and see how they would appear in their environment.   Learners can see how things come apart in layered views. AR reality will be how procedures are delivered in the future.  If you have ever purchased and assembled anything from Ikea I know you will be excited to see how the technology will help bring clarity to instructions, procedure steps, and learning in the coming years.The other key to AR is that it is a low IT burden so parts, equipment, instructions are just an app launch away from being in a learners hands.
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Virtual reality is an artificial environment that is created 
with software and presented to the user in such a way that 
the user suspends belief and accepts it as a real 
environment.

• Able to simulate dangerous or risky situations within a 
controlled environment

• Accurate and realistic simulations
• Platform allows for deployment in multiple locations in 

multiple languages
• Learning in 3D
• Peer review, feedback and ongoing assessment
• Deconstruct complex data into manageable chunks
• Visualization of complex concepts and theories
• Exploration of virtual scenarios as experience for real 

world scenarios
• Interaction ensures that learning is fun and enjoyable 

where appropriate

Virtual Reality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The software for designing most VR experience is Unity.    Unity is cross platform engine developed by Unity Technologies, first announced and released in 2005.  This software was originally developed exclusively for gaming.  The engine can used to create both three-dimensional and two-dimensional simulations for many platforms.Able to simulate dangerous or risky situations within a controlled environmentAccurate and realistic simulationsVR really got its beginnings in the learning space in the military. VR is particularly useful for training soldiers for combat situations or other dangerous settings where they have to learn how to react in an appropriate manner.  A virtual reality simulation enables them to do so but without the risk of death or a serious injury. They can re-enact a particular scenario, for example engagement with an enemy in an environment in which they experience this but without the real world risks. This has proven to be safer and less costly than traditional training methods. But another use and one which is not immediately thought of for virtual reality and post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD or ‘combat stress’ has only recently been acknowledged as a medical condition but it causes very real damage to the person concerned and their family. Virtual reality is used to help the sufferer adjust to their symptoms and develop coping strategies whenever they are placed in a new situation.  Cater for large numbers of students over various locationsVirtual Reality labs that embedded in or close to the business will increase the ability to train large groups of dispersed people.  L&D leaders need to think about we can use the technology that is already being used or to set up a strategy for this platform.  Then learning can be pushed out the devices and tracked according to the storage and collection methods we discussed on the last slide.  We can than provide meaning learning experiences pulling someone away from their work for 15 minutes instead of them having to travel into a central location.The other bullets list on our slide all speak to how virtual reality improves the learning experience and retention.  Edgar Dale stated that after 2 week the human brain can remember 10% of what it reads, 20% of what it hears, and 90% or what it does or simulates doing.  There is also research to show that 3D video games improves scores on memory tests by 12%.  At first blush that may not seem like a big number.  But how many of you have aging parents or grandparents?  How would you describe there memory?  Do you know what the average decline in memory is between the age of 45 and 70?  You guessed it 12%!!The researchers at the University of California Irvine tested two groups of non-gamers about their knowledge of Super Mario (3D) and Angry Birds (2D).  The group that learned through 3D improved their memory by of the game at 12%.  Researches attribute the improvements due to three things:3D provides more spatial information to explore (human learn by content, and muscle memory as much as other avenues)It stimulate the hippocampusParalleling natural experience (Definition of knowledge is understanding and skill gained by experience)
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Mixed Reality

The merging of the real world with virtual elements to 
produce new environments and visualizations where 
physical and digital objects co-exist and interact in real 
time.

• Enhance learning experiences through mobility

• Closes the gap between need for knowledge and 
delivery of that knowledge

• Transcends current physical boundaries and how you 
interact with them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This technology is the newest in the marketplace.  It has the potential to change the face of learning, as well as many other aspects of how we live and work. Mixed reality takes place not only in the physical world or the virtual world,[1] but is a mix of reality and virtual reality, encompassing both augmented reality and augmented virtuality[2] via immersive technology.  It will allow us to put on a simple pair of glasses and experience an integrated world of reality and fiction.
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Key points to keep in mind in when developing in VR/AR/Mixed;

• Script / Story

• Creating Learning Through an Experience

• Time to master and objective or task

• Length of learning module

• Know your Audience

• Know the delivery environment

Keys to Unlocking the Methodology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When designing a learning event using this technology there is definitely additional considerations you need to consider.Script / Story – The script is very similar to one that you would develop for a video but you need to consider some additional aspects for this media type.  Namely for the activities or actions you will be asking the learner to perform.  Timing those actions along with script and music is very important to the overall success of the experience.Creating Learning Through an Experience – as we see technology catching on we see showmanship highlighted over true learning or the other end of the spectrum we see learning with no real tie to an experience.  In order to get the most out of this media you have to have a good handle on the overall experience and how it is going to support the goals for learning.  I have found this to very true in working with Jason and his company.  We are able to supplement our learning skills with production skills to produce a very high quality product that creates the best opportunity for learning through a great story.Run Time – this media plays to all of the senses so you need to make sure you are aware of the time it will take to complete each task.  Giving to little time can frustrate your learners, but providing too much time will cause them to get bored.  It is also important to understand that some people can experience VR sickness.  VR sickness seems to occur in the mismatch between the visual and vestibular systems.  In order to help learners adjust to the environment you created you can design so transition areas or tasks to help acclimate them to the new technology.  Some research has also indicated that certain visual indicators can help as well.  Here is a somewhat of mind-blowing question for you?  What do you always see but never notice?  Your nose.  Research presented in March 2015 at the Game Developers Conference in San Francisco, showed that a fixed point (i.e. your nose) helped people cope with virtual-reality sickness.  It is also best to limit exposure to 15 minutes increments to help learners reduce the possibility of sickness.Know your Audience – We all this important when designed a learning experience but with the new learning architecture in place is important to add to new thought to knowing your audience and this is to consider how you personalize the learning.  What data can you collect on performance?  Is there a way to build levels into your activities and prompt certain experiences based on previous results?  This is where we really start to grow in our contributions to improving performance – by building in measurements to our activities. Know the delivery environment – this type of technology is sensitive to things we have not have to consider in other design platforms.  The size of the space for tracking.  The amount of light in the environment.  Safety of the space if you are having  the learner perform tasks.  Additional props that may be necessary to bring the space to life.  We are currently looking at a design for a call center.  The experience will not be produce the results we want if we cannot incorporate the use of a keyboard.  So how do you do that in an VR environment?These are some consideration overall to keep in mind but let’s take a closer look at each of the different types.
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Best Uses

• Standard operating material

• Large or heavy equipment

• Ability to take a part or explore deeper levels

• Personalization of learning – can take home

Avoid

• Location based

• Activities requiring hands free

Keys to Unlocking Augment 
Reality Delivery Platform

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consideration – trackers and reading the tags
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Best Uses:
• Practice of precision skills (welding, holding a 

tool, following sales steps)
• Experience new environments through time and 

space (be a platelet, see inside a heart, walk on 
the moon)

• Used to change attitudes and beliefs
• Tracking and analytics
Avoid:
• Extremely complicated decision paths
• Large scale deployment of simulation training

Keys to Unlocking the VR 
Delivery Platform
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 - Not for tactile experiences – drawing blood, feeling this is yet fully capableComputer SimulationsPutting together a partLearning about LectinProper hand washingPracticing in dangerous scenariosSharable – part of strategyMultiple people in same scenario – caution in our learning envirnoments, accuracy, and latency
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Best Use

• Instructors during an assembly task

• Instructions/learning in controlled environments

• Learning within the environment

Avoid

• Non-standard environments or objects

• Large spatial environments (sensors are not 
currently strong enough)

• Outdoors/area without boundaries

• Too bright of lights

• Viewing perspective

Mixed Reality Delivery 
Platform

10
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Hardware/Equipment - Recommendations

Virtual Reality

• Phone – More passive level of 
experience.

– Samsung, Apple (newest) fast 
processor and high resolution 
display

– Carl Zeiss VR 1
• Computer (desktop or laptop) 

– Active participation with use 
of the controls and interaction 
with environment

• HTC Vive
• Oculus Quest– set to be 

released 2019

Augmented Reality

• IOS Pro Tablet – screen size 
and processor

• Smart phones – high power 
processors

Mixed Reality

• HoloLens 1– limited viewing 
space

• Magic Leap – currently best on 
market, highest processing 
power, eye tracking

• HoloLens 2– To Be released 
2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this up and coming world what do we need from a technology perspective to be able to capitalize on this new and excited technology.  From the hardware and equipment side of house for a very small investment you can open up a world of possibility.  Virtual Reality stations- everything you need to set this up directly in your business is about $8,000 for complete station that will include a gaming computer, VR head gear and hand devices.Our recommendation if you are going to put money into development is not to spend it on a phone - Level of experience in a phone is limited.  I can look around but I cannot have a 100% have the experience.  The phone does not connect with world.  It uses gyroscopic technology to orient the virtual world.  But if you are interested in this option it is in the ballpark of $300 assuming your learner will already have a smart phone.Augmented Reality – is really cost effective especially because your organization or learner already most likely has access to iPad or smart phone.  Although we really recommended the latest versions of the technology.Mixed Reality – will come in at about just under $3,000.



To increase the understanding of learning services vision of  
“intelligent learning” to the leadership and key customers.

– Experience that helped us identify each clients individual need
– No larger than 20x20 space (changed to 10x10)
– No longer that 6 minutes

VR Case Study
Our Desired Outcome
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Virtual Reality Content -
The Big Shake Up

C
ha

ng
e

Course catalogue
Compliance
Binge learning

Time

Macro and micro learning
Personalization
Spaced learning

Paradigm
shift

Old regime New regime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason is we are now in the middle of a paradigm shift.  There doesn’t seems to clear path that will get us out of this to where we think we want to go.  I would even go so far as to say we are unsure of what this new regime is even going to be.  Sure we have some ideas but we don’t have a good model to follow.  There is also the developing technology that has not really been tested and the application of it can still be costly at this time.  But what we do know is that everything is in this quick acceleration of growth and changeThe old regime is the “corporate university” consisting of course catalogues, built to focus on compliance training and binge learning.The new regime, when the paradigm shit is complete, will be built around delivering both macro and micro learning to each individual learner, and be spread in digestible chunks that are delivered close to the moment of need.I am not saying this is going to be easy; it takes a lot of new technologies and approaches. But it is clearly the direction in which things are headed. If we do not make an effort, workers may not use the L&D department as much, and a lot of the investment we make will likely go underutilized or unliked.  So let’s take a closer look at the at where we have been and where we are going.Because terminology can be trying sometimes when discussing new topics, let’s pause for a moment to get on the same page in our definition of digital learning.  Digital learning is learning facilitated by technology that gives learner some element of control over time, place, path and/or pace.
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• Create the storyline – high level concept

• Developed a story board

• Developed script

• Approve look/feel

• Record voice over

• Program action – iterative approach

Development Process
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Virtual Reality Experience



Let’s Play
Hands on experience of technology
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